discovery of the trilingual Rashid Stone (ill. 9), the lowermost third of which is
written in Greek. The central third of this basalt slab displays demotic writing, the
late form of Egyptian writing, in which the pictures underlying the signs have
been reduced to quite abstract symbols in consequence of very quick writing.
The extraordinarily beautiful picture-writing of the Discus of Phaestus (ill. 10)
is of the Minoan period of Crete; it is independent of Egyptian Hieroglyphics and
was impressed in clay with wooden stamps and, curiously enough, arranged spir-
ally. It had no influence on the tradition from which our writing was evolved.
Theoriginsof Europeanphonetic writing, i.e. of the alphabet, areobscure. Our letters
are beyond doubt abbreviations of pictographic prototypes and they were chosen
on the principle of employing for the representation of each sound the pictograph
of a notion beginning with that sound (acrophonic principle). Isolated signs for sounds
and symbols were already to be met with in Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic writing.
Whether the ancient Phoenicians, who traded with many nations, were the first to
analyse words consistently into their component sounds and represent these with
phonograms (ill. 11) is not certain. But it is generally assumed that Greek writing,
the mother of the Latin alphabet, was derived from the writing of the Phoenicians.
Our illustrations at this point turn aside from the European development for a
while and show some important exotic writings, in the first place Chinese (ill. 12,
13), a still living ideographic writing of great beauty, and the most highly develop-
ed pictorial writing of all ages. Japanese writing (ill. 14, 15), a syllabic writing,
was developed out of certain Chinese word-signs. Arabic writing, which has spread
over many lands (ill, 16, 17), is phonetic, like our own, and of Aramaic origin; it
is written with a pen, and, in common with most oriental languages, from right to
left, and in consequence of Mohammed's prohibition of representational art it
underwent valuable artistic developments.
According to some scholars Greek writing developed not out of Phoenician, but
out of an Early Cretan syllabic writing, which was related to that of Cyprus (ill. 18).
Uniquely new about Early Greek writing (ill 19) were the evolution of phonetic
signs for the vowels, the clear linear arrangement and the direction of the writing
from left to right. All earlier writings ran from right to left, the oldest Greek in-
scriptions alternating from left to right in the one line and the reverse in the follow-
ing one (bustrophedon). All the signs were subordinated to a uniform order, char-
acterised by equal height and the predominance of perpendicular strokes. The
formal differences between the phonetic signs are of brilliant simplicity. Its clearness
is due to the contrast between straight lines, triangular and circular forms, which
is more striking to the eye than any other contrast of forms. This unique artistic
heritage of Greece has survived all modifying influences of writing technique and
still shines in imperishable radiancy in our present-day writing. Some specimens

